
JULIUS CAESAR

Summary 

Act II, Scene II

This act opens with Julius Caesar saying there has been no peace on heaven or on Earth as his wife, 
Calpurnia had a nightmare. She saw someone murdering Caesar and cried out thrice.

Calpurnia asked Caesar what his plans were and asked if he was going out. She tells him that he won’t 
stir out of the house. Caesar tells Calpurnia that no matter what happens, he will go forward with his 
plans. He says the things that threaten him have only seen his back and when they see his face, they 
would vanish. It shows that not only was Caesar was fearless but also full of pride and vanity. 

Calpurnia tells Caesar that she never believed in superstitions and strange omens. She is frightened 
because of the account given by the watchperson who saw terrible things. The watchman saw – a 
lioness giving birth to cubs on the street, fierce fiery warriors fighting on clouds, graves opening and 
dead men walking, horses neighing and dying men groaning, ghosts shrieking and squealing on the 
streets. (All the events are strange and unnatural)

Calpurnia tells Caesar that all these things are unnatural and she dears them greatly because they were 
signs of evil, danger and death. Caesar tells Calpurinia that only the Gods will decide his tome of 
death and death is something that cannot be avoided. All these predictions were about the world and 
not about him. 

Calpurnia realises that she cannot convince Caesar and tells him that when beggars die, no comets are 
seen. It is only when the princes die, that the heavens announces their deaths. Calpurnia fears that 
Caesar’s life is in danger.

Caesar answers Calpurnia with great courage and says cowards die many times before their death but 
the brave ones die only once. Caesar says that he finds it strange that men should fear death because 
death cannot be avoided. He says that death is inevitable and will come when it has to.

The servant enters and says that the priest did not want Caesar to go that day because when they 
sacrificed the animal and pulled out all the organs, they couldn’t find the heart. (This was a bad omen) 
Caesar answers the servant with great arrogance that the Gods were ashamed of cowards. They were 
testing Caesar’s bravery. Caesar says, if he stays at home in fear, he would be an animal without a 
heart. Caesar further declares that he won’t stay at home because danger knows that Caesar is more 
dangerous than danger itself. He says that they are two lions both born on the same day. Caesar is 
elder and more terrible. 

Calpurnia is completely disturbed and says that Caesar is overconfident and that is why he cannot 
think wisely. She says that it is her fear that keeps him at home. She says that they could send Mark 
Antony to the senate and he would say that Caesar was unwell. Calpurnia begs on Caesar’s knees. 
Caesar agrees with her and says he would stay back to please her.

Decius Brutus enters (one of the conspirators). He greets Caesar and says he has come to take him to 
the senate. Caesar says, he has arrived at a good time to carry his greetings to the senators and to say 
Caesar will not go. Calpurnia says that Decius should inform that Caesar was sick. 



Caesar in great anger asked if he should send a lie. He asked if he had won so many battles to be 
afraid to tell the senators the truth. He tells Decius that Caesar will not come. Decius tells Caesar that 
he should know the reason otherwise he would be laughed at. Caesar tells Decius that Calpurnia keeps 
him at home. Caesar’s describes Calpurnia’s dreams to Decius. Calpurnia saw Caesar’s statue in the 
form of a fountain with a hundred holes and saw many smiling Romans washing their hands in 
Caesar’s blood. Calpurnia felt her dream was a sign, a prediction that contained danger, evil and death 
to Caesar’s life and that is why she wanted him to stay. 

DECIUS’ INTERPRETATION OF THE DREAM

Decius Brutus is clever and crafty. He has to convince Caesar to go to the senate and therefore he tells 
Caesar that the dream has been wrongly interpreted. He turns around the meaning of the dream and 
says, ‘it was a vision fair and fortunate.’ According to him the dream wasn’t a nightmare but was a 
symbol of greatness of Caesar’s spirit which is also why he says that the sight of the smiling Romans 
washing their hands in his blood is a metaphor for Caesar’s greatness and that of his influence on the 
Romans. He uses the phrase, ‘suck reviving blood.’  He also says that great men will gather around 
Caesar, dip their handkerchiefs in blood, keep them as a relic, a souvenir or a badge of service 
because anything related to Caesar was important and historical. Decius does convince Caesar that the 
dream is a vision of his greatness and not a nightmare. Caesar tells Calpurnia that her fears were 
foolish and asks for his robe. The sad and helpless Calpurnia watches her husband go for his 
crowning. She sees her husband going towards his grave but couldn’t stop him. 

Caesar proceeding towards the senate, tells everyone (the fellow conspirators) to drink some wine 
with his after which they go for his crowning. With Caesar at this time is his trusted friend Marcus 
Brutus. Brutus stands aside and says to himself that every like is not the same which means being a 
friend is not the same as being like a friend. Brutus says these words because he is sad and guilty and 
knows that within a few minutes his best friend Caesar would be killed. (Marcus Brutus was a part of 
the plot or conspiracy.)

ACT III, SCENE 1

Caesar comes to the senate with Marcus and all other conspirators. Metellus Cimber greets Caesar and 
calls him mighty and most high. He kneels before Caesar and says he has come with a humble heart. 
Caesar tells him that he does not want him to bow, beg or flatter him because it might influence 
ordinary men and change the laws of the state as his brother is banished by law. ‘I spurn thee like a 
cur’ says Caesar. He also mentions how he does no wrong and everything that he does has a reason 
attached to it.

Marcus Brutus steps in and tells Caesar that he kisses his hand but not in flattery. Brutus asks Caesar 
for freedom of Publius Cimber. Caesar is surprised that Brutus is asking for the same. 

Cassius the chief conspirator also comes and asks for pardon and says that he falls at Caesar’s feet. At 
this time, Caesar looks at all of them and says that he would have changed his mind if he was like 
them. Caesar says he is constant as the northern star (North Pole.) There is only one North Star and 
there is only one Caesar. He is constant and the banishment of Publius and his word is the law.

At that moment, Casca tells everyone to show their hands to kill Caesar. The conspirators stabbed 
Caesar to death. 



‘ET TU BRUTE’ – Caesar looks at Marcus Brutus with great sadness and shock. He asks Brutus in 
three words – ‘how could he be a part of this plot?’ These three words show the sadness of a friend 
who is betrayed because Brutus was not only Caesar’s friend but was also known as ‘Caesar’s Angel.’ 
Caesar is filled with despair but he accepts his death like a brave man and says, ‘Then fall, Caesar.’ 
When Caesar told Calpurnia that death is inevitable, what he meant was acceptance. He dies like a 
valiant man who faces death just once. This proves Caesar’s bravery. 

Caesar’s death is celebrated by the conspirators – end of an age of tyrant. Cassius says that they have 
liberty, freedom and were free from the cruelty of Caesar. For the conspirators, it was a success. 

Marcus Brutus welcomes Mark Antony who was Caesar’s friend. Antony enters and looks at Caesar’s 
corpse. Antony is shocked and calls the corpse – ‘O mighty Caesar’ and wonders how the body of a 
great man lies on the ground like a small bundle. He cannot believe that Caesar’s victories and glories 
have been reduced to such a small measure. 

Antony bids farewell to the body and turns his attention to the conspirators. He calls them gentlemen 
and talks like a diplomat. He tells them that he does not know what their plans are and who else they 
wanted to kill. He says if it was him then it was the best hour to die because it belongs to Caesar. 
Antony also says that no instrument would be better than the swords (dagger) used to kill Caesar. 
According to Antony, their swords have become rich with the noblest blood in the world and their 
hands are stinking (reek) after the act of murder. Antony tells them that they can complete their 
pleasure and kill him as well.

Antony says even if he lives a thousand years, there will be no moment, no place better than being 
next to Caesar. Antony looks at the conspirators and calls them – ‘master spirits of this age’ because 
he wanted to flatter them and tell them how powerful they were.   

Brutus tells Antony not to beg for his death. Although their hands look bloody, Antony did not see 
their hearts that were full of pity. Brutus says they killed Caesar because of their sympathy and love 
for Rome. Brutus says – ‘As fire drives out fire, so pity, pity.’ He means to say that Romans suffered 
as Caesar had no pity – heartless. Brutus tells Antony that they take out their swords only is friendship 
and brotherhood. He uses the word kind love, good thoughts and reverence. Cassius tells Antony that 
his voice will be as strong as everyone else in the new cabinet. Antony to this replies that he does not 
doubt his wisdom and shakes hands with the conspirators.  

Antony looks at Caesar’s body and he feels sad and guilty. Antony talks to Caesar’s spirit and asks 
forgiveness for making peace with the conspirators and shaking their hands in front of Caesar’s corpse 
(coarse) and that is also why Antony says that his credit stands on slippery ground (his reputation is at 
stake) because Antony would look like a coward or a flatterer. A coward because he does not have the 
courage to tell the conspirators that they have done a sinful act, and a flatterer because he praises the 
conspirators (calls them master spirits and shakes their hands.) 

Antony looks at Caesar’s body and says that he loves Caesar. If Caesar’s spirit were to look at 
Antony, Caesar would be heartbroken to see Antony shaking hands with the conspirators over 
Caesar’s body. 

Cassius tells Antony that he does not blame him for praising Caesar but asks him if he could count on 
him. Antony knows Cassius is questioning his loyalty. Therefore, he says that he was moved by the 
sight of Caesar’s body. He adds by saying Caesar’s enemies would have said what he said and wanted 



to know the reason for killing Caesar and why Caesar was dangerous.  Brutus tells Antony that their 
reasons are serious and of Antony was Caesar’s son, he would have been satisfied. Antony makes two 
requests to Brutus. First, to carry Caesar’s body to the marketplace and second, to speak as Caesar’s 
friend at his funeral. 

Brutus gives his consent to Antony but Cassius holds him aside and tells him that he does not know 
what he is doing because Antony could influence the people with his words. Brutus tells Cassius that 
he will speak first and explain the reason for Caesar’s death and Antony would be allowed to speak 
only after him. Cassius says that he does not know what’s going to happen, does not like it (Cassius 
does not trust Antony and is suspicious about his decision.) Brutus tells Antony five things – first, to 
take Caesar’s body tp the marketplace. Second, Antony wouldn’t blame the conspirators for Caesar’s 
death. Third, Antony will speak only good things about Caesar. Fourth, Antony should tell the crowd 
that the conspirators gave him permission to speak and fifth, Antony will speak only after Brutus 
finishes. (The biggest mistake Brutus makes.) 

Antony is left alone with Caesar’s body and presents a very famous soliloquy (a monologue spoken to 
oneself which none of the other actors can hear but can be heard by the audience.) He makes 
predictions about the consequences of Caesar’s death.

Antony calls Caesar’s body ‘bleeding piece of earth’ and asks for Caesar’s forgiveness for being meek 
and gentle with the butchers (conspirators.) He says Caesar’s body is the remains of the noblest man 
in history (tide of times.) He curses the hands that have shed such precious blood. He says Caesar’s 
wounds (dumb mouth with ruby lips) were begging for him to speak. Antony makes predictions over 
Caesar’s body – a curse will fall on the people of the nation. There will be a civil war. Blood – shed 
and destruction would be a common sight. Mothers wouldn’t weep but smile to see their babies being 
chopped into pieces during war because life would be futile (worthless.) Terrible deeds would befall 
on a terrible nation. Caesar’s spirit would come to take revenge with the Goddess of War, Ate. Men 
would become dogs of war (savage.) The nation would be in chaos and dying men with rotting flesh 
(carrion) would groan or cry out for burials. 

ACT III, SCENE II 

Brutus tells the mob (crowd, audience, common people) to follow him. Brutus comes to the 
marketplace to speak to the Roman citizens. He begins in a soft and gentle manner by telling the 
people that they should respect him (Caesar) for his honour and they should not be biased in their 
judgement and awaken their understanding. 

He asks some dear friends of Caesar to listen and realise that his love for Caesar was no less tham 
Caesar’s love for him. If Caesar’s friends asked him why he rose against Caesar, then Brutus would 
say, ‘not that I loved Caesar less but that I love Rome more.’ Brutus asked the crowd if they would 
have Caesar living and die as slaves or have him dead and live freely.

Brutus explains his relationship and says as Caesar loved him, he wept for him. As he was fortunate, 
he rejoiced. As he was valiant, he honoured him but as he was ambitious, he killed him. Brutus 
continued and said there were tears for his love, joy for his fortune, honour for his valour and death 
for his ambition. Brutus asked if anyone wanted to be a slave and if there was anyone who did not 
love his/her country. He also asked if there was anyone who did not want to be a Roman. Brutus 
pauses for a reply. 



The crowd replies in the negative to his questions. Brutus comes to the last part and says that the 
Romans could kill him if he also became ambitious. He says Caesar’s death is recorded in the Capitol 
and his glory will not be taken away.

Antony enters with Caesar’s body. Brutus tells the mob that Antony will have an important place in 
the new government. Brutus says he slew (kill) his best lover for the good of Rome and he has the 
same dagger for himself which will be used for the sake of the country.

After listening to Brutus, one citizen says that Caesar should be respected and be given a statue. The 
third citizen says that Brutus should be the new Caesar and the fourth citizen says ‘Caesar’s better 
parts should be crowned in Brutus.’ Brutus in reply tells the citizens to respect Caesar’s body and 
listen to Mark Antony. The citizens are ready to listen but they are convinced that Caesar was a tyrant 
which is why one citizen says Rome is finally rid of Caesar. 

Mark Antony wanted to convince the crowd that Caesar was good but without disapproving what 
Marcus Brutus said. He said he was speaking what he knew. Mark Antony reminds people of their 
love for Caesar asks them what was restricting them to mourn for Caesar. Suddenly Antony speaks to 
God and sends out prayers for judgment. He says that judgement has been left to wild beasts and men 
have lost their power to reason. Antony says his heart is in the coffin with Caesar and he must pause. 

Antony actually pauses because he wants citizens to think about his words. Antony tells the crowd 
that the word of Caesar which was the law, the day before had power, but currently at this moment no 
one wanted to respect him. 

Antony calls the crowd and says he does not want to stir them to mutiny and rage because he will do 
wrong to Cassius, Brutus and other conspirators. Antony says he will rather wrong the dead, the mob 
and himself. He shows people the scroll of paper which contains Caesar’s will. He says if common 
people got the will, they’d run and kiss dead Caesar’s wounds. They would dip their handkerchief in 
Caesar’s blood and would beg for a strand of hair and hand it down as a legacy to the upcoming 
generation. (Decius Brutus ‘interpretation) 

The curiosity and passion of the people are aroused. The crowd wanted to listen to the will but Mark 
Antony tells them that he would not read the will but would still want the crowd to know how much 
Caesar loved them. 

Mark Antony uses the power of his words to influence the mob. He tells them that they are not wood 
or stones but rather men who have emotions. Antony says that when they would hear the will, they’d 
go insane. In his speech, Antony mentions that it is good the citizens don’t know that they are 
Caesar’s heirs. The crowd begs Antony to read the will and they are convinced that the conspirators 
are the murderers and villains. Mark Antony begins the most important part of his eulogy and says, ‘If 
you have tears, be prepared to shed them.’ Antony points at Caesar’s cloth and reminds citizens 
regarding the battle of Nervii. He removes the cloak and shows the wounds on Caesar’s body. He says 
that the conspirators are all honourable men and points to three places – first, the place where 
Cassius’s dagger ran. Second, the place where Casca stabbed and third, the place where Brutus ran his 
dagger from. Marcus Brutus was called as Caesar’s Angel. After this, Antony calls the wound where 
Brutus stabbed as the unkindest cut of all. (a symbol of betrayal)



Mark Antony says that Julius Caesar would have looked at Marcus Brutus with great sadness, shock, 
deep sorrow and heartbreak. Caesar’s heart would burst out of agony. He says when Caesar fell; it 
was the fall of everyone – of Rome and of goodness. 

Antony notices people weeping. He calls it gracious drops and draws attention of the people to 
Caesar’s wounds. The mob is ready to rise to mutiny and rage but Antony tells them that they must 
wait and hear the will. Soon after the hearing the will, people rise to mutiny against the conspirators. 
Antony used the art of diplomacy and craft of manipulation and finally won the hearts of people with 
his eulogy. 

Question answers 

Q1. What is Calpurnia trying to do in the beginning of the scene?

Ans. Calpurnia is trying to convince Caesar that his life is in pencil (danger) and that he 
         must not step out.  Not only does she dream that someone’s murdering Caesar but 
         she also give Caesar an account of  the watchman which was unnatural, strange and 
         frightening.

Q2. What does the watchman see?
 Or

       What is the account of the watchmen?

Ans. The watchman saw-a lioness giving birth to cubs on the street fierce fiery warriors 
        fighting on the clouds graves opening and dead men walking horse neighing and lying
        and groaning , ghosts shrieking and squealing on the streets.

Q3. Why do you think the conspirators wanted to kill Caesar?
Ans. At the senate we could understand that everything what Caesar said was final 
       and unchangeable. Caesar behaved like a true king his ward was the law and his 
       authority could not be questioned. The conspirators did not like Caesar’s power over 
       the people. They felt small and helpless in front of Caesar. Caesar was stubborn about  
       banishing Publius Cimber. The conspirators felt Caesar was a tyrant and ambitious
       That is why they conspired to kill Julius Caesar.

Q4. How did the conspirators planned to kill Caesar?
Ans. Cassius the chief conspirator planned the plot with Marcus Brutus. They decided that 
        the day of Caesar’s crowning was the best day to kill him. Decius Brutus was sent to  
        bring Caesar to the senate. When Decius Brutus was told by Caesar that Calpurnia   
        kept him at home because of a dream. Decius turned around the interpretation of the     
        dream and said it was a vision fair and listening to this Caesar left along with Decius  
        for the senate.

Q5. What conditions did the conspirators impose on Mark Antony?
Ans. Marcus Brutus tells Antony that he can speak at Caesar funeral provided he tells 
        the people that the conspirators gave him permission to speak. Brutus tells him not to 
        blame the conspirators but rather praise Caesar as well as their worth. Brutus says    
        Antony can speak in the same pulpit where Brutus spoke (After Brutus had spoken)



Q6. What was the greatest mistake Brutus made?
Ans. Brutus made a number of mistakes. First was to trust Antony’s words and the crowd. 
        Secondly, Brutus also made a mistake by telling Antony to speak after him. He over estimated 
        People’s idea of virtue and loyalty and under estimated Antony’s skill with words. 
        Brutus also made a mistake in not listening to Caesar when he warned him about 
       Antony’s word on the crowd.

Q7. “I slew my best lover for the good of home”. What is reflected about Brutus here?
Ans. Brutus is gentle with the Romans and he appeals to this sense of reason and not 
        emotion. He tell them that Caesar had to die because of his ambition. He also said that 
        he did love Caesar but he loved Rome more. Brutus believed that Caesar had no pity 
        on his people and was not good for Rome But Brutus overestimated people’s idea of 
        virtue and loyalty.

Q8. What are the three examples of Caesar’s greatness that Antony gives in the beginning   
         of his eulogy?
Ans. Antony begins his eulogy by saying that he did not come to praise Caesar but to bury 
        him. Antony tell them that Caesar was killed because Caesar was ambitious. Antony 
        gives three great examples of Caesar’s lack of ambitions Caesar brought prisoners 
        home (Rome) took ransoms so that Rome would become rich. This shows Caesar’s 
        love for home. Secondly, when the poor wept Caesar also wept. Caesar care for the Romans. 
        Thirdly, Antony presented the crown thrice to Caesar and he refused it all three times.
        This shows Caesar was great.

Q9. What are the qualities of Caesar that are shown before his death?
Ans. Before Caesar dies we are shown that he is a loving husband who cares for his wife’s 
         fears. He is also fearless and brave and does not fear death. He says it is the God’s 
         who define his death. He also mentions cowards die before their death many times but 
         the brave dies only once. Decius Brutus turned around the dream and convinces Caesar that the 
         dream is about his greatness and it is a vision fair and fortunate. Caesar is a man who     
         tell Calpurnia that her fears are fearless and learn for the Senate. However once he 
         comes to the Senate he is proud and arrogant and a true dictator who cannot be 
         questioned. Caesar is seen a powerful and his word is the law. This is clearly seen 
         when he says-“He was constant as the northern star”.

Q 10. Marcus Brutus and Mark Antony both speech at Corner’s funeral. Compare the two 
           speeches and  describe. Why Marsh Antony was more successful?

Ans. Marcus Brutus begins his speech with kind words to the Romans. He calls them gentle 
          and appeals to the sense of reason and their minds. It was his love for Rome as an 
          important quality and says he show his best love for the good of Rome. He further 
          adds that Pulius Caesar died because he was ambitious. 
          Marcus Brutus sounds patriotic when he says he would use the same dagger to kill 
          himself if Rome asks for him. Brutus wins the round for a moment but fails to keep 
          them. He makes a mistake thinking that they would believe him upto the end. Brutus 
          over-estimated the people’s idea of virtue and loyality and under-estimated Antony’s 
          skill as an orator. In comparison Antony’s speech is a combination of craft of words 



        and the art of persuasion. He uses many examples of verbal irony and sarcasm to 
        impress and influence the crowd. He pretends to be humble and says he is not an  
        orator. In a suitable uses diplomacy to win the hearts of the people. He reads them the will and      
        tell them that they must not know that they are Caesar’s heirs. When the citizens beg him to read 
        the will he takes off the matter to show them the open wounds  (dumb mouths with rusty lips) 
        and he names the conspirators one by one . He calls the plan where Brutus stabbed “the   
        unkindest of all”. Mark Antony wins the hearts of the people with his eulogy and that is why they
        rise to mutiny.

Q13   Explain the term-‘unkindest cut of all’.
Ans.  The phrase ‘unkindest out of all’ refers to a symbol of betraying.’ Antony calls it this 
           because the wound on Caesar’s body is a sign of one friend betraying another  as
           Brutus was Caesar’s angel.

Q14. What term does Antony use to describe the conspirators?
Ans.  Antony calls the conspirators- butchers.

Q15. What happened when Caesar fall according to Antony?

Ans.  According to Marc Antony the fall of Julius Caesar was the fall of Rome and its people. It was  
          also the fall of goodness and truth.

Reference to the context

a) “Nor heaven nor earth have bear at peace to night”

(i) Who says these words and why?
Ans. Julius Caesar says these words because his wife Calpurnia has woken up thrice at  
         night because of a nightmare. She dreamt of someone murdering Caesar.

(ii) What account did Calpurnia give Caesar about the night watchman?
Ans. Calpurnia says that the watchman had seen horrid sights-a lioness giving birth to cubs on 
         that street, fierce giving warriors fighting on clouds graves opening and tread men walking,   
         horse neighing and dying men grooming, ghosts shrieking and squealing on the streets.

(iii) What does Caesar say about death?
Ans. Caesar say death was not to be feared. Only the Gods can decide when he will die.

b)  “Cowards die many times before their deaths.
              The valiant never taste of death but ones”.

(i)  Who says this and to whom?
Ans. Julius Caesar says this to Calpurnia when she tells him about the supernatural events and her 
         dreams which she thought to be signals from the heaven- that Caesar’s life is in danger that 
         is why she says-‘when beggars die no comets are seen’ Caesar speaks about cowards in 
         replace to Calpurnia’s statement.

(ii)  Why does Caesar find death strange?
Ans. Caesar finds it strange that men should fear death because it is inevitable. 



(iii)  What was Calpurnia’s dream?
Ans. Calpurnia saw Caesar’s statue from which pure blood was flowing through a hundred holes 
         and smiling Romans were washing their hands in Caesar’s blood. She felt that this was a 
         sign of danger evil and death of Caesar life.

(iv)  Was Calpurnia able to keep Caesar at home?
Ans. Calpurnia was unable to do so because Decius Brutus came and turned around the 
         interpretation of the dream. He calls it a vision fair and fortunate.

   

    


